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WARNING: READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS.
Failure to follow all instructions listed below, may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury.

WARNING: ELECTRIC PRODUCT. Keep away from children. Not recommended for children under 3 years 
of age. As with all electrical products, precautions should be observed during handling and use to reduce the risk 
of electric shock. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly 
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard. To avoid the risk of electrical shock, always make sure the figure is 
unplugged from the electrical outlet before assembling, disassembling, or relocating.

WARNING: This product is to be assembled by adults only.

普通无动作充气(无声) 英文 041610

IMPORTANT SAFETY 
INSTRUCTIONS
READ AND FOLLOW 
ALL SAFETY 
INSTRUCTIONS

SAVE THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS

USE AND CARE 
INSTRUCTIONS

When using electrical products, basic precautions should always be followed, 
including the following:

  1.  This is an electrical product - not a toy! To avoid risk of fire, burns, personal 
injury, and electric shock, it should not be played with or placed where 
small children can reach it.

  2.  Do not use seasonal products outdoors unless marked suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use.  When products are used in outdoor applications, connect 
the product to a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting (GFCI) outlet. If one is 
not provided, contact a qualified electrician for proper installation.

  3.  This seasonal use product is not intended for permanent installation or use.
  4.  Do not mount or place near gas or electric heaters, fireplaces, candles, 

or other similar sources of heat.
  5.  Do not secure product wiring with staples or nails or place on sharp hooks 

or nails.
  6.  Do not let lamps rest on the supply cord or on any wire.
  7.  Unplug the product when leaving the house, when retiring for the night, 

or if left unattended.
  8.  Do not use this product for other than its intended purpose.
  9.  Do not hang ornaments or other objects from cord, wire, or light string.
10.  Do not close doors or windows on the product, or extension cords, as this 

may damage the wire insulation.
11.  Do not cover the product with a cloth, paper, or any material not part of 

the product when in use.
12.  Do not place the product against carpeting, furniture, or any other fabric 

when in use.
13.  This product has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a 

feature to reduce the risk of electric shock. This plug will fit in a polarized 
outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the 
plug. If the plug still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not 
use an extension cord unless the plug can be fully inserted. Do not alter 
or replace the plug.

14.  This product employs overload protection (fuse). A blown fuse indicates 
an overload or a short-circuit condition. If the fuse blows, unplug the 
product from the outlet. Also unplug any additional string or products that 
may be attached to the product. Replace the fuse as per the user servicing 
instructions (follow product markings for proper fuse rating) and check the 
product. If replacement fuse blows, a short-circuit may be present and the 
product should be discarded.

15.  Read and follow all instructions that are on the product or provided with 
the product.

  1.  Before using and reusing, inspect the product carefully. Discard any 
products that have cut, damaged or frayed wire insulation cords, cracks, 
lamp holders or enclosures, loose connection, or exposed copper wire.

  2.  When storing the product, carefully remove the product from wherever it 
is placed, including trees, branches, or bushes, to avoid any undue strain 
or stress on the product conductors, connections and wires.

  3.  When not in use, store neatly in a cool, dry location protected from sunlight.
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Congratulations! You’re the proud owner of a Gemmy Airblown® 
Inflatable. Please read over the directions carefully before using 
your Gemmy Airblown® Inflatable.

Airblown® Inflatable Unit  1 piece
Base Stakes   4 pieces
Tether Stakes   4 pieces
Nylon Tethers   4 pieces
Extra C-7 Light Bulb  1 piece
5 Amp, 125V Fuse  1 piece

1.  Remove contents from packaging. Lay out deflated Airblown® Inflatable in 
a clear area.

2.  Locate four clips on the bottom of the fabric and attach to the plastic legs 
(See illustration 1).

3.  Turn unit upright. Make sure the air intake is clear of fabric or other 
obstruction and zipper is fully closed.

4.  Insert the base stakes through the plastic legs into the ground (See 
illustration 2).

5.  Plug into receptacle or other outlet device to inflate your Airblown® 

Inflatable.
6.  Once fully inflated, clip the tethers to each of the nylon loops on the side of 

the Airblown® Inflatable (See illustration 3).
7.  Insert the tether stakes into the ground and attach the tethers (See 

illustration 4).
8.  To deflate, unplug fan. For faster deflation, unzip zipper after unplugging 

fan. Do not unplug by pulling on cord.

Lamp Replacement

Disconnect the plug from the electrical outlet and allow the lamp to cool 
completely before replacing  bulb.  Do not touch the bulb when the power is 
"ON" as it is extremely hot and make cause electrocution.

1.  Grasp plug and remove from receptacle or other outlet device. Do not 
unplug by pulling on the cord.

2.  Open the zipper opening on the Airblown® Inflatable.
3.  Open the protective light cover carefully by pressing down on the two 

locking side tabs simultaneously.
4.  Replace lamp with same type 7W maximum, candelabra base, UL 

classified.
5.  Do not over-tighten the lamp as this may damage the lamp or lamp 

holder.

Replace only with same type C7, 7 Watt Max Candelabra-base 120 Volt UL 
Classified lamps.

Fuse Replacement
Risk of Fire: Replace only with same size and type of 
fuse.
Risk of Fire: Do not replace the attachment plug. 
Contains a safety device (fuse) that should not be 
removed. Discard product if attachment plug is 
damaged.

1.  Grasp plug and remove from the receptacle or other outlet device. Do not 
unplug by pulling on the cord.

2.  Open fuse cover. Slide open the fuse access cover on top of the 
attachment plug towards blades. (See illustration)
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3.  Remove fuse carefully.
4.  Replace fuse only with 5 Amp Max, 125 Volt (provided with product).
5.  Close the fuse cover. Slide closed the fuse access cover on top of the  

attachment plug.

To reduce the risk of fire do not deliberately reposition either lamp holder 
contact.

Do not attempt to inflate your Airblown® Inflatable during unusually strong 
winds. If it becomes too windy for safe operation, simply allow your Airblown® 
Inflatable to deflate and wait for better conditions before re-inflating.
Protect the electric fan and power cord from direct exposure to water. This 
precaution will reduce the risk of electrical shock. When the temperature is 
below 14° F (-10° C), the motor may temporarily stop running. The motor will 
begin functioning again higher temperatures.

Remove all plastic fasteners and tags. These are part of the packaging and 
should be discarded.

This item is not a toy and should be used for decorative purposes only.

If your Airblown® Inflatable is not inflating, the problem may be:
1.  The power source is disabled or the cord may be unplugged.
2.  Debris may be lodged in the motor.
3.  The zipper may not be securely fastened, sealing the Airblown® Inflatable.
4.  The temperature may be below 14° F (-10° C).

NOTE: ONCE FAN IS UNPLUGGED AND STOPS BLOWING, YOUR Airblown® 

Inflatable WILL DEFLATE.

1. Can I continually run my Airblown® Inflatable?
     Yes, you can run your Airblown® Inflatable during the day and at night. 

We recommend that you turn off your Airblown® Inflatable when leaving 
the immediate area and when retiring for the evening. Otherwise, your 
Airblown® Inflatable is designed to run continually as you see fit.

2.  What happens if my Airblown® Inflatable becomes torn?
     Rips in the Airblown® Inflatable can be sewn by hand (no special thread is 

required) or taped with clear packing tape.

3.  How can I clean my Airblown® Inflatable?
     Wipe clean with a damp cloth and allow to dry before storing away. Use 

mild detergent if necessary.

4.  When I unplug my Airblown® Inflatable, it deflates. Why is this?
     Your Airblown® Inflatable will not stay inflated unless it is plugged in and the 

fan is blowing air.

5.  How much electricity does an Airblown® Inflatable consume?
     It uses about as much energy as a standard string of holiday lights. 

6.  What is the best way to store my Airblown® Inflatable? 
Store in a bag, box or other storage container and keep in a cool, dry 
location.
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Visit WWW.GEMMY.COM for more information.

©2010 GEMMY INDUSTRIES CORP.
COPPELL, TX 75019 U.S.A.
(972) 961-7000
MADE IN CHINA / PRINTED IN CHINA

19441  26039  26259  26596  26646  
26647  26648  26651  26653  26691  
26791  26851  26859  26860  26935  
26936  26988  27013  27146  27147  
27150  27154  60039  60040  60069  
60163  60175  60623  60625  60725  
60726  60783  60787  61060  81081  
81086  81139  81157  81158  81159  
81160  81597  81602  81798  82179  
82193  82202  82231  82296  82297  
82298  82299  82345  82394  82407  
82448  82499  82627  82683  82722  
82731  82731  82737  82738  82792  
82793  82862  82863  82927  82928  
82929  82932  82933  82934  82935  
82936  82975  82977  82981  83012  
83013  83053  83054  83087  83103  
83107  83134  83326  83333  83423  
83424  83425  83436  83437  83438  
83439  83440  83441  83582  83665  
83666  83667  83668  83688  83742  
83809  83842  83843  83844  83845  
83918  83959  83964  83965  83966  
18758-10 18822-10 18863-10 19864-10 20269-10 
20301-10 21257-10 23388-10 24895-10 26054-10 
26445-10 26565-10 26702-10 26703-10 81144-10 
81340-10 81342-10 81445-10 81510-10 81550-10 
81600-10 81601-10 81606-10 81607-10 81608-10 
81797-10 82188-10 12755-B 15688-B 17566-B 
18822-B 19098-B 19591-B 20137-B 20171-B 
21037-B 23391-B 24731-B 25663-B 26062-B 
26260-B 26649-B 26651-B 26673-B 26947-B 
60238-B 60356-B 60756-B 60792-B 61060-B 
80651-B 80998-B 81074-B 81102-B 81157-B 
81194-B 81333-B 81353-B 81522-B 81758-B 
81926-B 81976-B 82009-B 82010-B 82195-B 
82197-B 82201-B 82392-B 82395-B 82398-B 
82401-B 82402-B 82410-B 82412-B 82417-B 
82487-B 82546-B 82547-B 82548-B 82549-B 
82683-B 82720-B 82762-B 82861-B 82862-B 
82863-B 82880-B 82968-B 82982-B 83028-B 
83103-B 83142-B 83278-B 83326-B 83346-B 
83348-B 83350-B 83423-B 83424-B 83425-B 
83433-B 83437-B 83438-B 83440-B 83579-B 
83582-B 83660-B 83742-B 83756-B 83783-B 
83809-B 83844-B 19596-E 19931-E 60791-E 
81337-E 82396-E 82397-E 82404-E 82527-E 
82569-E 82572-E 82653-E 82721-E 82733-E 
82760-E 82765-E 82766-E 82768-E 82769-E 
82791-E 82815-E 82942-E 83141-E 83142-E 
83179-E 83213-E 83345-E 83347-E 83349-E 
83439-E 83570-E 83582-E 83586-E 83660-E 
83810-E 83843-E 83844-E 83809-E 83439-F 
83441-F 27052-M1 81559-M1 83744-M1 81977-K3 
83077-K3 83408-K3 83962-K3 
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